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ABSTRACT

the attention of many researchers. Sensor-nets enable observing the physical world at a granularity level which was
unperceived before [2]. Applications of sensor-nets encompass a variety of disciplines and domains, limited only by
the imagination of the application developer.
When thinking about future research directions for (wireless) networks it is important to consider which kind of devices would be connected to the network. In the coming
years the most common type of devices on the network would
be embedded processors, such as sensors and actuators (i.e.
sensor-nets), and improving battery life will be more important than improving performance [3]. Energy-consumption
by computing chips is falling sharply per unit computation
(Moore’s Law) whereas energy consumed by radios is determined by laws of physics. Thus, the wireless interface
will be the primary consumer of energy in any device that
combines computation and radios [3].
The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer sits directly
on top of the Physical layer and controls the radio. MAC
protocols for sensor-nets focus on energy efficiency (single
most important goal) instead of meeting traditional goals for
wireless MAC design such as fairness, delay, and bandwidth
utilization [4]. These protocols tradeoff performance (fairness, delay, bandwidth utilization) for energy cost. Main
sources of energy wastage at the MAC layer are collisions,
idle listening, overhearing, and control packet overhead [4].
Unlike the 802.11 WLAN cards where the MAC is usually
included as part of the chipset, in sensor-nets the MAC designer has absolute control on the MAC layer design. This
absolute control, and the fact that the wireless interface
is the primary consumer of battery in energy constrained
sensor-nets, has made “medium access for sensor networks”
a very active research area. However, recent studies on MAC
protocols for sensor-nets observe that there is no clear trend
indicating that medium access for sensor-nets is converging
towards a unique best solution [5].

Medium access control for wireless sensor networks has been
a very active research area for the past couple of years.
The sensor networks literature presents an alphabet soup
of medium access control protocols with almost all of the
works focusing only on energy efficiency. There is much
more innovative work to be done at the MAC layer, but
current efforts are not addressing the hard unsolved problems. Majority of the works appearing in the literature are
“least publishable incremental improvements” over the popular S-MAC [1] protocol. In this paper we present research
directions for future medium access research. We identify
some open issues and discuss possible solutions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless
communication; C.2.6 [Internetworking]: Standards; I.6.5
[Model Development]: Modeling methodologies

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Standardization
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Wireless Sensor Networks, Medium Access Control
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INTRODUCTION

Sensor networks (sensor-nets) have emerged as one of the
dominant technology trends of this decade (2000-2010). Sensors and actuators, wireless communications, and embedded
computing are not new concepts but it is the recent low-cost
large-scale integration of computation, communication, and
sensing into “wireless sensor networks” that has captured
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(e.g., 2.4 GHz inside the home). This puts a requirement on
the MAC protocols to behave “nice” to each other. Simply
running at a low duty-cycle is not enough to warrant coexistence. First, MAC protocols need to be aware of others
to guarantee flawless operation; foreign messages need to be
filtered out, congestion detection needs to be enhanced to
avoid improper back offs, schedules need to be adjusted to
avoid overlapping active parts, etc. Second, MAC protocols must consider security issues to protect against eavesdropping and malicious behavior. Although it will be close
to impossible to prevent denial-of-service attacks, maybe as
brutal as jamming, observing this and signalling it to the
routing layer may prevent a total break down of the application. TinySec [7] is a first step in securing MAC protocols, but its reliance on a shared key makes it vulnerable and,
therefore more advanced schemes are needed. Heterogeneity,
node failures and network extensions are complicating factors that have received little attention in the security arena,
but are essential to the successful operation of sensor-nets
in the future. Note that hardware solutions, like providing multiple channels at the radio, may alleviate some of
the problems of coexistence, but the security issues will still
need to be resolved.

There is a tendency of “re-inventing the wheel” in the
MAC for sensor-net area with majority of the works claiming a few percent better performance over the popular SMAC [1] protocol. Instead of focusing only on energy efficiency (which almost all recent works do), it’s time to address other unsolved problems at the MAC layer. In this
paper we present research directions for design, simulation,
and experimentation of MAC protocols for sensor-nets. We
discuss technology trends, identify some open issues and discuss possible solutions. A detailed discussion of different
MAC protocols for sensor-nets and their specific characteristics is out of the scope of this paper. Readers not familiar
with medium access in wireless sensor-nets are encouraged
to see Koen and Gertjan’s book chapter on MAC for sensornets [5] before proceeding to Section 2.

2.
2.1

RESEARCH ISSUES & DIRECTIONS
Towards a Sensor Network Architecture

The cross-layer designs in sensor-nets have lead to monolithic, vertically integrated solutions which might work independently but are not really useful for other research groups.
One of the early encouraging steps towards a sensor network
architecture is Polastre et al. sensornet protocol (SP) [6]
which is a flexible alternative to the recent ZigBee standard. SP provides a standardized interface to MAC, with
some feedback in both directions and provides an important
step to building a larger sensor network architecture. Unlike
IP in the Internet, SP is not at the network layer but instead sits between the network and data-link layer (because
data-processing potentially occurs at each hop, not just at
the end points). Developing a sensor network architecture
would be a growing and organic process. Future MAC designers should keep the general goal of moving towards a
sensor network architecture in mind and try to make use of
the services that SP [6] has to offer.

2.2

2.4

Standardized Radio Hardware

While SP [6] is the emerging standard on top of the MAC
layer in the sensor-net network stack, IEEE 802.15.4 is the
emerging standard for lower layers (physical and medium access). IEEE 802.15.4 standard includes both physical (PHY)
and medium access control (MAC) specifications. However, we expect that researchers would largely “override”
the 802.15.4 MAC (with MAC protocols tailored for specific
needs of sensor-nets) and only the 802.15.4 PHY standard
would have implications on future sensor-net MAC designs.
New and upcoming sensor-net hardware platforms, like Telos Motes (Moteiv), Sun SPOTS platform (Sun Labs), and
MicaZ Motes (CrossBow), already use IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radios. By using a standardized radio, the nodes can
communicate with any number of devices (possibly from different vendors) while sharing the same physical layer. On
the other hand as the IEEE 802.15.4 radio interfaces are
packet-based, the developers lose considerable flexibility in
software for controlling the radios.

2.3

2.5

New Optimization Criteria

To date, the primary design goal for sensor networks in
general and MAC in particular has been energy efficiency.
However, as new applications of sensor networks emerge,
other optimization criteria (or Quality-of-Service parameters) such as latency and compliance with real-time constraints (e.g., monitoring and control in industrial environments), or reliable data delivery (e.g., medical applications)
may gain importance. So far, little attention has been paid
to them in the context of sensor networks. One particular issue is that many applications need to be optimized for
multiple, conflicting criteria (e.g., energy-efficient and reliability). Hence, applications need a way to implement particular trade-offs between these conflicting goals. Here, MAC
protocols would be required that provide “turning knobs”
to provide application-specific trade-offs.

Peaceful Coexistence

With the anticipated large-scale introduction of sensornets into daily lives, a situation will emerge where sensornets from different vendors/operators need to operate at a
common frequency band in the same physical environment
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Mobile Sensor Networks

The research community generally ignores mobility at the
MAC-layer because sensor-nets were originally assumed to
comprise of static nodes. However, recent works like RoboMote [8] and Parasitic-Mobility [9] have enabled mobility
in sensor-nets. Furthermore, recently there has been an increased interest in medical care and disaster response applications of sensor-nets and these environments make use of
mobile sensor nodes e.g. sensors attached to patients, doctors or first responders [10]. The only work, that we are
aware of, which explicitly considers mobility at the MAC
layer is MMAC [11] and there is much room for research
in this area. Mobility evaluations should consider more realistic mobility models e.g. CodeBlue [10] only considers
the typical movement of a doctor in hospital hallways, and
MMAC [11] uses a fairly simple “random” mobility model
for simulations. Furthermore, comprehensive real mobility
traces could prove useful in such mobility evaluations.

2.6

Understanding and Exploiting Traffic
Patterns

Most existing MAC protocols for sensor networks are rather
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general purpose in that they support arbitrary communication patterns. While this allows the implementation of arbitrary distributed protocols, the price for flexibility is often
limited efficiency (e.g., in terms of energy consumption).
However, many applications of sensor networks exhibit a
few rather specific traffic patterns such as broadcast from
the sink to all sensor nodes (tasking, query distribution,
etc.) and convergecast from all nodes towards the sink (data
collection). Also, traffic generation shows specific patterns
in sensor networks. While sensor networks for continuous
monitoring exhibit (aggregated) data streams from nodes to
the sink, event-based applications generate traffic only upon
the occurrence of certain interesting events. Since real-world
events are often concurrently observed by many nodes in
the neighborhood of the event, such event-based applications often result in highly correlated (both temporally and
spatially) generation of traffic in the network. In addition,
certain traffic patterns often appear in phases such as occasional query distributions followed by long phases of data
collection or a burst of event reports followed by long idle
phases.
With respect to the efficiency of MAC protocols, much
could be gained by better understanding and exploiting these
traffic patterns in the MAC design. Optimal solutions for
specific patterns could then be integrated into traffic-adaptive
MAC protocols that learn the current patterns and adapt
their behavior accordingly.

2.7

lular telephony community and concentrate on exact mechanisms of RF propagation (takes into account factors like
terrain, tree density, 3-D antenna location, foliage types,
wavelength, etc.). Kurkowski et al. [14] surveyed MobiHoc proceedings from 2000-2005 and showed that published
MANET simulation results lack believability. Sensor-net researchers need to conduct studies similar to Kotz et al. [12]
and Kurkowski et al. [14] on the sensor-net literature and
identify the “mistaken axioms” in the radio models used by
popular sensor-net simulation environments. In Section 2.8,
we discuss Software Defined Radios as possible means of
bridging the gap between simulation and real world performance of MAC protocols.

2.7.1

Simulations Considered Harmful

Assumptions made in most simulation environments (a
radio’s transmission area is circular, all radios have equal
range etc.) do not necessarily reflect the real-world conditions. In order to fully understand the complexity of designing a MAC protocol and to develop solutions which work in
real life, it is necessary to not only model or simulate but
also to implement and test on real world systems.
Axiom
Axiom
Axiom
Axiom
Axiom

0:
1:
2:
3:
4:

Axiom 5:

The world is flat.
A radio’s transmission area is circular.
All radios have equal range.
If I can hear you, you can hear me.
If I can hear you at all, I can hear
you perfectly.
Signal strength is a simple function
of distance.

2.8

Embrace Software Radios

Software defined radios might be as revolutionary and
transforming for wireless communication as packet switching was to circuits [3]. In software radios characteristics
like medium access control, data encoding, frequency usage
etc. are programmable instead of hard-wired and introducing new media access rules becomes a matter of a simple
software change.
We argued in Section 2.7 that the performance results of
MAC protocols in simulations should be taken with a grain
of salt because of possible unrealistic assumptions made in
radio models of the simulation environment. A possible solution around this problem could be to start designing for
software defined radio systems and move from simulation
to prototypes. Software radios allow network researchers to
use inexpensive off-the-shelf networking cards to experiment
with new MAC protocols. Neufeld et. al. have developed
a software architecture (software defined radio) SoftMAC,
on top of the radio subsystem (IEEE 802.11 family network

Table 1: Mistaken axioms of wireless-network research
It is important to revisit Kotz’s mistaken axioms of wirelessnetwork research [12] (see Table 1) to understand why MAC
protocols that yield extremely accurate results in simulation fail in real life deployments (see [13] for experiences
from a real sensor-net deployment). Kotz et al. surveyed
MobiCom proceedings from 1995 to 2002 and classified the
simulation radio models used in the works as: Flat Earth,
Simple, and Good [12]. “Flat earth” models assume that
two nodes could “perfectly” communicate if they are within
some distance, say d, of each other. “Simple models” are
ns-2 models which are more realistic than the “Flat Earth”
models but are still fairly limited in emulating real radio
propagation (ns-2 simulations are popular in sensor-net research as well). “Good models” are mainly used by the cel-
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Current Simulation Environments

Choice of the simulator makes an impact on the validity of
the results. The radio models provided in the standard distribution of ns-2 (free-space model and two-ray ground reflection model ) do not reflect the channel propagation typical of
sensor-net environments. Shadowing model is the latest addition (2000) to ns-2 radio models and it takes into account
the effects of indoor obstructions and outdoor shadowing.
However, there is still a need for better RF propagation
treatment in ns-2.
If using OMNeT++ discrete event simulator for sensornet MAC simulations it is better to use MAC Simulator
0.2.2 [15] that has code for comparison protocols already
available. The OMNeT++ MAC Simulator 0.2.2 implements radio characteristics of EYES nodes radio. However,
it suffers from some of the mistaken axioms (Table 1) e.g. it
assumes that the radio signals are circular.
TOSSIM [16] enables the MAC developers to choose the
accuracy and complexity of the radio model as necessary for
their simulations as the models are external to the simulator.
However, like ns-2 and MAC Simulator 0.2.2, the available
radio models in TOSSIM are fairly simple.
Emstar [17] helps the sensor-net developers to easily move
from simulation to prototype to deployment. The important
point to note about Emstar is that it provides an interface to
real low-power radios instead of a simulated channel. Emstar provides support for multiple underlying radio types
and drivers for radio link hardware (IEEE 802.11 and several
flavors of Mica Motes) are already implemented in Emstar.
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4.

cards) that permits network researchers to easily construct
and deploy experimental dynamic MAC layers [18]. Developing a software architecture like SoftMAC [18] on top of the
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radios is crucial for future medium
access research in sensor networks.

2.9

Real-World Experiments

While software defined radios are one direction towards
obtaining more realistic insight into MAC layer performance,
a further step is real-world experiments. Long-term experiments such as the one at Great Duck Island [19] are the
most realistic ones, but require a lot of engineering effort
before research questions can be answered [13]. Controlled
indoor experiments are not as expressive as large-scale deployments but since real radio hardware is used, they do not
suffer from the mistaken axioms listed in Table 1. Ritter et
al. [20] have proposed to replace the batteries with highcapacity capacitors, so-called GoldCaps, for the purpose of
experimental validation of lifetime bounds for wireless sensor networks. This approach can also be used to compare
the energy-efficiency of MAC protocols without waiting for
the batteries of the sensor nodes to drain. While this approach has inherent drawbacks, e.g. it does not take the
battery relaxation effect into account, results obtained using this approach are more realistic than simulations.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

When reviewing the open issues in the MAC for sensornet area we find that there is no clear single direction in
which future efforts should be directed. Some general recommendations, however, could be made:
• Energy efficiency might be the primary design goal for
MAC protocols in sensor-nets but it should not be the
only design goal. Optimization criteria such as latency,
reliable data delivery, and compliance with real-time
constraints may gain importance in the future.
• Applications of sensor-nets exhibit a few specific traffic
patterns and much could be gained by better understanding and exploiting these traffic patterns in the
MAC design (instead of supporting arbitrary communication patterns).
• MAC protocols should consider security issues to protect against eavesdropping and malicious behavior.
• Different MAC protocols for sensor-nets (possibly from
different vendors/operators) operating at a common
frequency band in the same physical environment should
be able to peacefully coexist with each other.
• Existing MAC protocols for (static) sensor-nets fail
to provide acceptable performance when applied to
sensor-nets with mobile sensor nodes. MAC protocols
for sensor-nets should explicitly address the effects of
mobile sensor nodes in the protocol design.
• In order to obtain more realistic insight into MAC layer
performance, sensor-net researchers should move from
simulation to prototypes (software defined radios) or
real-world experiments.
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